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QUESTION 1
Terry, Francis, and Gene are Web site developers. Terry is a graphic artist, Francis is a
copy editor, and Gene is a Web application developer specializing in JavaScript, jsp, asp,
and ColdFusion. Based on the above scenario, which one of the following situations
dictates the need for more than one workarea?
A. Terry and Francis need to collaborate often.
B. Francis, Gene, and Terry review each other's work.
C. Terry and Gene both need to publish specific files at the same time.
D. Francis and Gene both need to edit index.html at the same time.
E. Francis and Terry both need to submit specific files at the same time.
Answer: D
QUESTION 2
Which one of the following encryption methods is supported by OpenDeploy WITHOUT
installing any additional security programs?
A. SSH tunneling
B. OpenDeploy does not support encryption
C. Challenge-response 60-bit symmetric encryption
D. X509v3 SSL 168-bit asymetric encryption
E. 1024-bit PGP encryption
Answer: D
QUESTION 3
An existing installation of OpenDeploy has been working properly for six months but
now begins to fail. After some investigation, you discover that nothing has changed on
either the TeamSite server or the target server at a remote office location. The TeamSite
Server and target server communicate through a secure tunnel on the Internet; however,
you find that the Network Infrastructure team recently replaced all Internet connectivity
networking hardware.
What is the cause of the failure described above?
A. The OpenDeploy encryption key file is no longer valid because the network
infrastructure has changed.
B. The TeamSite server is in need of an upgrade.
C. The new firewall did not get set to allow traffic on the port that OpenDeploy is using.
D. The TCP/IP address of the target server has changed.
E. The new ISP is not OpenDeploy enabled.
Answer: C
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QUESTION 4
You need to remove a link from a ContentCenter Professional menu; however, you don't
know its ID. What should you do?
A. Locate the link in the deployed webapp.
B. Locate the link in the User Interface Customization Guide.
C. Hover over the link in the UI to see its tooltip.
D. Nothing! You may not remove links from ccpro menus.
E. Locate the link in a ref*.xml file.
Answer: E
QUESTION 5
You have a UNIX server running TeamSite. You try to create a Workarea in your branch,
but the operation fails. You are logged into ContentCenter as a Master and you have all
the necessary permissions. Which one of the following may have caused the problem
described above?
A. The /tmp directory was full.
B. The iwproxy server process was not running.
C. The server ran out of inodes.
D. TeamSite server process was not running.
E. The /var/spool directory was full.
Answer: C
QUESTION 6
A TeamSite administrator of a Windows TeamSite server manually sets permissions on a
file so that Everyone has read control. The file is submitted to a TeamSite staging area.
The next day, permissions on the file have changed, but the administrator did not
explicitly reset permissions on the file.
Which one of the following choices correctly explains the permissions change in the
above scenario?
A. The local group TeamSite Web Preview does not exist on the TeamSite server.
B. TeamSite changes the permissions of a file each time the file is accessed.
C. Windows changes the permissions of a file each time the file is accessed.
D. An existing submit.cfg file changed the permissions on the file before the file was
submitted.
E. An existing autoprivate.cfg file changed the permissions on the file before the file was
submitted.
Answer: D
QUESTION 7
For a default TeamSite installation on Windows to virtualize properly, which one of the
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following statements about local groups is true?
A. A local TeamSite group account must be manually created after installation.
B. Local groups must be created for grouptasks in TeamSite workflow.
C. No action needs to be taken concerning local groups.
D. Local groups must be created for each TeamSite role and user accounts added to the
local group accounts.
E. Local groups must be created according to the configuration in submit.cfg.
Answer: C
QUESTION 8
Which one of the following shows the relationship between a workflow template and the
corresponding workflow job?
A. The Perl code embedded in the workflow template is evaluated and the result is used
by the workflow engine to create the workflow job.
B. When a workflow template is deleted, all currently active jobs that have been started
from that template are immediately destroyed.
C. Workflow template and workflow job are different names for the same thing.
D. A workflow job is continually updated when the workflow engine cycles between
running and suspending the embedded Perl code.
E. A workflow template is the pattern from which workflow programmers create new
jobs using "iwwfjob."
Answer: A
QUESTION 9
Which one of the following topics should you NOT expect to find in the knowledge base
section of http://support.interwoven.com?
A. Copies of product literature in portable document format
B. Useful background information on integrating TeamSite with iPlanet application
server
C. Recommendations for configuring block size and inodes for the TeamSite content
store
D. Steps for creating a DCR without using the TeamSite FormsPublisher interface
E. Workflow development suggestions and samples
Answer: A
QUESTION 10
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